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Descriptions of carbon materials and liquid silicon are considered. Influence of 
properties and state of surface of carbon materials is studied on the process of their 
moistening and saturating with liquid silicon. Kinetic equations, witted for co-operation of 
diffusive atoms of silicon in the volume of atoms of carbon and diffusive atoms of carbon in 
the volume of liquid silicon, are offered. 
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Carbon materials have a porous structure which during an impregnation 

different liquid impregnates or to pyrolysis of carboncontaining gases, form carbon 

carbonized, bodied, graphitized or other matrix. The decision of task for creation of 

new materials depends both on properties of porous structure and properties of 

impregnate, and also technological parameters of their production. 

Characteristik of moistening of solid surface by a liquid is a regional corner of 

moistening, that it is made a tangent to the curvilinear surface to the liquid and by the 

solid surface  in a point on border of phases. 

Kinetic equation of spreading process can be presented in a kind [1]: 
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where  Е is energy of activation for spreading process, Joul/(mol К);  n is an order of 

spreading process;  k is peredexponenta;  t is time, s;  р is a equilibrim corner of 

moistening, hail. 

The general condition of liquid spreading on a smooth hard surface is aspiring 

of the system to diminishing of free energy due to the increase of contact area of 

liquid and solid. 

During spreading of liquid metals on the surface of carbon materials there is a 

capillary impregnation of porous structure, carbidizing of liquid metal and row of 

other physical and chemical processes. 

Moistening by fusions solid bodies which have the developed surface differs 

from moistening of surfaces which have an even surface geometrically. The study of 

influence of the state of surface on the conditions of moistening its fusions has an 

important practical value, in particular during moistening by metals of surface of 

carbon materials fusions. 

In work [2] equation which correlates regional corners of moistening on rough 

as and to the smooth  surface is offered: 
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where   is attitude of veritable surface of solid bodies its projection on a plane. 

Viscidity of metallic fusions is one of basic parameters, the value of which can 

change during treason of its microinhomogeneity and can be related to the diffusion 

coefficient which also is charactiristik of matter transfer process. 

One of charactiristiks of metals, which are in the molten state and wider in all 

use in a theory and practice, is surface-tension (γ). Temperature dependence of 

surface-tension of liquid silicon on the temperature of melting to 1970 К is described 

by equation [3]: 
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On kinetics of process of impregnation of porous bodies by fusions at the 

conditions of its involuntary flowing moistening influences substantially, as 

penetration of liquid phase in the capillaries of small sizes is carried out at the action 

of capillary pressure. The size of capillary pressure Рc taking into account the form of 

capillaries is determined on a formula 
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where  l g  is a surface-tension on a border «liquid-gas»;   is a corner of moistening 

of surface of carbon material by liquid silicon;   is a corner of capillary;  r is a 

radius of capillary. 

In a general view influence of viscidity on the size of regional corner of 

moistening is estimated on a formula: 
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where   is rate of spreading of fusion;   is dynamic viscidity of fusion;  A, B are 

constants. 

The values of penetration depth of fusion of metal   in a capillary for time  

describe correlation 
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where  rеf is an effective radius of porous space. 

At penetration of fusion in the porous structure of carbon material there is 

silicon atom diffusion in the volume of material. Equation of mass transfer of fusion 

from a capillary in the volume of material at the conditions of symmetry it is possible 

to write down in a kind 
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where  С is a silicon atom concentration in the volume of carbon material;  r is a co-

ordinate, directed along the radius of capillary;  D(C,r) is a coefficient of diffusion of 

atoms of silicon in the volume of unporous space of carbon material, the size of 

which depends on the silicon atom concentration and radius. 

Regional conditions for the decision of equation (7) are: 



- initial distribution of silicon atoms in the volume of unporous space of carbon 

material 

0
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and them bordary distributions: 
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The diffusion coefficients D(C,r) depend on the structure of components of 

carbon composites: carbon fibres, glass carbon and the pyrolitical carbon. 

The special value has a process of carbide formation on separate components 

of carbon composite. Kinetic equations, writtenin for the process of cooperation of 

silicon diffusive atoms in the volume of carbon atom and diffusive carbon atoms in 

the volume of silicon fusion, can be presented in a kind 
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where  (SiC) is silicon carbide concentration which appeared;  [Si], [C] are a 

concentration of diffusive silicon atoms and carbon respectively;  k1, n1 is a constant 

of speed and order of reactions of formation of carbide of silicon by the diffusive 

atoms of carbon in the volume of fusion of silicon respectively;  2

ik , 2

in  are silicon 

constants in i-th type of polymorphic modifications of carbon;  N is a quantity of rate 

and order of reactions of silicon carbide formation by the diffusive atoms of 

polymorphic modifications of carbon. 
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